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a b s t r a c t
When we look at a scene, we are conscious of only a small fraction of the available visual
information at any given point in time. This raises profound questions regarding how information is selected, when awareness occurs, and the nature of the mechanisms underlying
these processes. One tool that may be used to probe these issues is object-substitution
masking (OSM). In OSM, a sparse, temporally-trailing four dot mask can interfere with target perception, even though the target and mask have different contours and do not spatially overlap (Enns & Di Lollo, 1997). Here, we investigate the mechanisms underlying
the recently discovered recovery from OSM observed with prolonged mask exposure
(Goodhew, Visser, Lipp, & Dux, 2011). In three experiments, we demonstrate that recovery
is unaffected by mask offset, and that prolonged physical exposure of the mask is not necessary for recovery. These ﬁndings conﬁrm that recovery is not due to: (a) an offset transient impairing the visibility of other stimuli that are nearby in space and time, or (b) mask
adaptation or temporal object-individuation cues resulting from prolonged mask exposure.
Instead, our results conﬁrm recovery as a high-level visual-cognitive phenomenon, which
is inherently tied to target-processing time. This reveals the prolonged iterative temporal
dynamics of conscious object perception.
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Our awareness of the visual world is profoundly limited.1 When we look at a scene, we are usually able to report
on only a small fraction of the available sensory information
at any given moment, and the information available for report changes rapidly over time (Broadbent, 1958; Crick &
Koch, 1998; Kahneman, 1973; Kastner & Pinsk, 2004). Cognitive scientists have long been intrigued by the limits of
awareness, and have intensively investigated the factors
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We use the terms ‘consciousness’ and ‘awareness’ to refer to the
reportability of a stimulus on either an identiﬁcation or detection metric
(i.e., access consciousness; Block, 1995).
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that determine what we become aware of and when awareness arises (Benjamin, 2009; Neisser, 1967). Such questions
have broad implications for understanding both normal
systems and disorders of visual perception such as spatial
neglect (Koch, 2004).
The prolonged time-course of conscious awareness has
been demonstrated across a variety of paradigms. For
example, in a phenomenon known as the attentional blink
(AB), when two targets are presented amongst distractors
in a rapid serial visual presentation stream, observers have
difﬁculty identifying the second target when it occurs close
in time to the ﬁrst target. This impairment is typically
attributed to the time required to establish a conscious
representation of the ﬁrst item (Chun & Potter, 1995; Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992; see also Dux & Marois,
2009; for a review). A similar point is illustrated by perceptual integration tasks. For example, in the missing-dot task,
two matrix arrays of dots are presented sequentially
which, when combined, have dots occupying all but one
of the matrix locations (Di Lollo, 1980). The observer’s task
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is to identify the missing dot – a judgment that requires
the two arrays to be perceptually integrated. Increasing
accuracy on this task occurs well beyond the physical offset of the ﬁrst array (i.e., with increasing ISI between the
two arrays), with results demonstrating an improvement
in generating a useable image of the ﬁrst array continues
for over a second and a half after the stimulus is no longer
visible (Brockmole, Wang, & Irwin, 2002), and, in turn, that
stimulus representations can take several seconds to be
consolidated into awareness. During this time, there can
be an ongoing ‘competition for consciousness’ amongst
stimuli in close spatiotemporal proximity, such that even
stimuli that initially fail to be consciously perceived are
not irrevocably lost, but instead continue to vie for perceptual processing resources.
Perhaps the most widely used tool for understanding
the dynamics of this competition for consciousness is visual masking. Here, the visibility of a target stimulus is altered or impaired by the presentation of another
spatiotemporally adjacent stimulus – the mask (Breitmeyer & Ögmen, 2006). In backward masking, the presentation
of a spatially-overlapping mask (consisting of a pattern,
noise, or light), impairs the visibility of a preceding target
presented at the same location. Backward masking is interesting because it appears to work retroactively in time:
when presented alone, the target is of sufﬁcient duration
and quality to be perceived, but the following mask alters
its perceptibility. Even more striking is the phenomenon of
metacontrast masking. Here, a non-spatially overlapping
mask (e.g., an annulus) impairs the visibility of preceding
target (e.g., a disc). Surprisingly, under certain parameters,
this impairment is non-monotonic, such that it is virtually
absent when the stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) between target and mask is short or long, and maximal at
intermediate SOAs (Alpern, 1952, 1953; Breitmeyer & Ögmen, 2006). These phenomena demonstrate how the competition for consciousness among stimuli in close
spatiotemporal proximity can operate in seemingly counter-intuitive ways.
More recently, a new form of visual masking has garnered considerable research interest: object substitution
masking (OSM). In OSM, a target stimulus (e.g., a ring with
a gap on the right or left) and a sparse surrounding mask
(e.g., four dots adjacent to the corners of the target) appear
simultaneously amongst an array of distractor rings spread
across space. After a brief interval (e.g., 30 ms), all items
offset except the mask, which remains on the display for
a variable duration. Under these conditions, identiﬁcation
accuracy declines with increases in both mask duration
and number of distractors (Di Lollo, Enns, & Rensink,
2000; Enns & Di Lollo, 1997).
Object substitution is unique in several respects. First,
unlike backward masking, the target and mask do not spatially overlap. Second, unlike metacontrast masking, the
impairment in target perception occurs in the absence of
substantial overlap of the target and mask contours. Third,
OSM is only observed when the target is unattended, since
the distribution of attention during target presentation is
critical to OSM (Di Lollo et al., 2000; Dux, Visser, Goodhew,
& Lipp, 2010), whereas attention merely modulates meta-

contrast masking (e.g., Ramachandran & Cobb, 1995; Shelley-Tremblay & Mack, 1999).
To account for the unique properties of OSM, Di Lollo
et al. (2000) proposed a framework based on re-entrant
neural processing, in which visual analysis begins with a
feedforward sweep of information from posterior visual
areas (e.g., primary visual cortex, V1) to anterior brain regions (e.g., prefrontal cortex; Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). From
this information, anterior regions generate a ‘‘perceptual
hypothesis’’ about the identity of the input. Critically, due
to the large receptive ﬁeld size and coarse coding of neurons in anterior regions, this representation is low resolution, and ambiguous. Thus, re-entrant signals must be
sent back to posterior brain regions in order to verify the
hypothesis against the high-resolution sensory information available in these areas. When this veriﬁcation process
is delayed (by increasing the number of distractors and
thus delaying the deployment of attention), and the mask
remains on display after target offset, there is a mismatch
between the perceptual hypothesis in anterior regions
(containing the target and mask), and the incoming sensory input in posterior regions (reﬂecting the mask alone).
Masking occurs when the visual system updates the
hypothesis to reﬂect the incoming sensory evidence about
just the mask alone, at the expense of the target and mask
representation (Di Lollo et al., 2000; Enns & Di Lollo, 1997).
The re-entrant processing account of OSM (Di Lollo
et al., 2000) offers a coherent framework for describing
the processes underlying conscious object formation – an
important theoretical development. However, although
the re-entrant processing account can explain OSM, the
phenomenon is by no means itself a conﬁrmation of theory, since it has been argued that existing feedforwardonly models can also explain this type of masking (e.g.,
Francis & Hermens, 2002). It has also been argued that
OSM can uniquely probe the formation of object identities
(Lleras & Moore, 2003; Moore & Lleras, 2005) – that is, the
key properties of a stimulus that persist through time and
space (Flombaum & Scholl, 2006; Kahneman, Treisman, &
Gibbs, 1992; Scholl, 2002). Thus, it is clear that rigorous
testing of the re-entrant and alternative accounts of OSM
is an important research endeavour that can shed light
onto key processes underlying object recognition.
Some additional research evidence that may implicate
feedback mechanisms in OSM comes from the recent discovery of the prolonged time-course of target-mask interactions in the effect. While early reports suggested that
masking strength increased monotonically with trailing
mask duration (Di Lollo et al., 2000), we found that target
identiﬁcation improved with prolonged mask exposure
(e.g., 640 ms, Goodhew, Visser, Lipp, & Dux, 2011), yielding
a U-shaped masking function across mask durations.
Moreover, this non-monotonicity was speciﬁc to OSM, as
prolonged exposure of a spatially-overlapping backward
noise mask produced a monotonic decline in target
accuracy.
To explain this ﬁnding, we proposed that the recovery
from OSM at prolonged mask durations arises from a second cascade of re-entrant processing focused on the target
representation that begins after prolonged mask exposure.
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That is, we suggest that the lingering target representation
can induce a second cascade of reiterative processing once
analysis of the mask is complete (i.e., after some minimal
duration of mask exposure). This second series of reiterative loops, in turn, allows the target to be identiﬁed more
accurately relative to intermediate mask durations.
What is the nature of the target representation underlying recovery? The fact that recovery is eliminated with a
spatially-overlapping backward noise mask (Goodhew
et al., 2011) suggests that the representation must be sufﬁciently fragile that it is susceptible to low-level interference. Such interference could take the form of masking
by integration or interruption (Kaheman, 1968). Integration masking occurs when the target and mask icons are
combined, thus substantially impairing target visibility.
Interruption masking, in contrast, occurs when the mask
interrupts higher-level consolidation of the target representation. The time course of recovery, which peaks over
600 ms after target offset, rules out integration masking,
since it is known that such early representations do not
survive long enough to underlie recovery (e.g., Di Lollo,
1980; see further discussion in Section 5). Thus, the overlapping noise mask must instead interrupt the mechanisms
of target consolidation that underlie recovery.
Although our account ﬁts nicely into the re-entrant
framework, several alternative explanations for recovery,
which do not involve re-entrant processes, are also plausible. One alternative is that recovery arises from increased
temporal separation between target and mask offsets.
According to the dual-channel sustained-transient model
of masking (e.g., Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Singer & Bedworth, 1973), visual processing occurs along two distinct
but interacting channels. One is a slow latency, prolonged-response ‘‘sustained’’ channel that encodes information about stimulus form, contrast, and colour; the
other is a fast latency, brief-response ‘‘transient’’ channel
that encodes motion as well as stimulus onsets and offsets.
Masking occurs when transient channel activity arising
from the mask suppresses target-related activity in the
sustained channel. Critically, this account predicts a Ushaped masking curve, like that obtained by Goodhew
et al. (2011), as a function of the duration between target
and mask offset (Breitmeyer & Kersey, 1981). This is because at short target-mask stimulus-termination asynchronies (STAs), transient channel activity triggered by
the offset of the mask proceeds more rapidly than targetrelated activity in the sustained channel, rendering the
mask ineffective, while at long STAs, masking is avoided
because target processing is completed prior to the appearance of the mask. However, at intermediate durations, the
fast transient signal triggered by the mask offset overlaps
with target processing in the sustained-channel, yielding
strong masking (Breitmeyer & Kersey, 1981; Breitmeyer
& Ögmen, 2006; see also Macknik & Livingstone, 1998).
A second possible explanation is that recovery from
OSM could reﬂect some type of adaptation to, or temporal
cueing from the prolonged mask, which then allows the
target to be perceived. For example, Lleras and Moore
(2003; see also Moore & Lleras, 2005) demonstrated object-level interference between the target and mask in
OSM, and presented evidence that masking occurs when
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the target and mask were treated as part of a single object.
In contrast, when temporal or featural cues were provided
that helped to individuate the target and mask as separate
objects, masking was attenuated. From this perspective,
prolonged mask exposure may cue the visual system to differentiate between the target and mask, thus releasing the
target from masking. Alternatively, it could be that the visual system adapts to the mask after prolonged exposure,
and that this is a necessary trigger for renewed target processing, allowing the target to be perceived.
Here, we test these competing accounts of the recovery
from OSM. In Experiment 1, we begin by replicating the
recovery effect obtained by Goodhew et al. (2011) in order
to establish the temporal parameters that lead to masking
and recovery in the present paradigm. In Experiment 2, we
investigate the role of mask offsets in recovery by using a
tone to signal participants’ responses, and allowing the
mask to remain on display indeﬁnitely. Finally, in Experiment 3, we examine the role of prolonged mask exposure
in recovery, by holding mask duration constant and manipulating the duration prior to a response cue, in order to
contrast mask adaptation and time-based accounts of the
recovery phenomenon.
2. Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to replicate the OSM
recovery effect obtained by Goodhew et al. (2011) using
a slightly modiﬁed paradigm. This replication can then be
used as a baseline against which to compare the results
of subsequent experiments.
2.1. Method
Stimuli were presented on a Pentium computer, connected to a 1900 CRT monitor (Acer AC716) running at a refresh rate of 100 Hz, using the Presentation software
package (Neurobehavioral systems, 2009, Albany, CA). Targets were white rings with a gap to the left or right (Landolt-Cs; 1.99°, luminance 5.07 cd/m2, gap size 0.53°),
and the mask was four white dots appearing on the corners
of a notional square (2.13  2.13°) surrounding the target. The edge of the dots was separated from the edge of
the target by 0.23°.
Each trial began with a white, centrally-presented, ﬁxation cross. Observers initiated the search display by pressing the spacebar. After a random delay of 500–700 ms the
target appeared either alone (set-size one), or with eight
accompanying distractor Landolt-Cs (set-size nine;
Fig. 1A), in a 3  3 matrix of possible locations (1.53° separation horizontally and by 1.68° vertically). The location
of the target was randomly determined for each trial with
its position signalled by the mask. This search array, consisting of the target, mask, and distractors (if any) was presented for 80 ms and was followed by the mask alone for 0,
160, 240, 320, or 640 ms (Fig. 1A). Observers indicated the
identity of the target (whether the Landolt-C surrounded
by the mask had its gap missing on the left or the right)
by pressing the left or right arrow key on the keyboard
respectively (unspeeded response). There were 50 trials
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 1. (B) Mean proportion correct as a function of set size and trailing mask duration. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean. SS1 = set size one, SS9 = set size nine.

per condition (set-size  mask duration, randomly-intermixed), yielding 500 trials in total.
The University of Queensland’s School of Psychology
Ethics Committee approved the experimental protocol.
For this and subsequent experiments, observers were
mostly recruited from a pool of ﬁrst-year undergraduate
psychology students who participated in exchange for
course credit. This pool consisted predominately of young
female adults (e.g., 18–22 years old). For this experiment,
data were collected from 41 observers who gave informed
consent prior to participation. One observer’s data were
excluded from the analysis, because they performed near
chance (<.55 proportion correct) at set-size nine, 0 ms
mask duration).
2.2. Results and discussion
Trials on which an observer made an invalid response
(one that was not either of the possible response options)
were excluded from analysis. Typically these invalid responses arose from errant presses of the spacebar used to
initiate each trial. This occurred on an average of 1% of trials. Fig. 1B plots mean proportion correct on the target
identiﬁcation task as a function of set size and mask duration. Examination of the ﬁgure shows that performance
was near ceiling across the mask durations at set-size
one, as is typical in OSM studies. In contrast, performance
varied substantially across the mask durations at set-size
nine. Consistent with this, a repeated measures ANOVA
indicated
signiﬁcant
main
effects
of
set-size,
F(1, 39) = 325.31, p < .001, g2p ¼ :893, and mask duration,
F(4, 156) = 25.63, p < .001, g2p ¼ :397. The interaction be-

tween mask duration and set-size was also signiﬁcant,
F(4, 156) = 18.22, p < .001, g2p ¼ :318. To determine
whether OSM and recovery had occurred, we conducted
follow-up comparisons at set-size nine. To protect against
making a Type I error, we adjusted our alpha-level to correct for the resulting four comparisons using the Bonferroni procedure (masking: 0 vs. 160 ms; recovery: 160 vs.
640 ms, 240 vs. 640 ms; 320 vs. 640 ms) which yielded a
critical alpha level of .0125. These follow-up comparisons
revealed signiﬁcant masking, as indexed by a decrease in
target accuracy from the 0 to the 160 ms mask duration,
t0 (39) = 8.60, p < .001, g2p ¼ :655, followed by signiﬁcant
recovery, as indexed by a signiﬁcant improvement in target accuracy from the 160 to 640 ms mask duration condition, t0 (39) = 2.83, p = .007, g2p ¼ :171. Performance at
240 ms and 640 ms did not signiﬁcantly differ (t0 < 1), nor
did performance at 320 and 640 ms, t0 (39) = 1.84,
p = .074, g2p ¼ :080.
Although these results closely replicate those obtained
by Goodhew et al. (2011), it is notable that peak masking
here occurred at a shorter duration (160 ms vs. 320 ms in
earlier work). This raises the question of why earlier studies, which used mask durations greater than 160 ms (e.g.,
Di Lollo et al., 2000), failed to obtain recovery. A close
examination of the data suggests that individual variability
in masking functions is the most likely explanation. For
example, in Experiment 1A of Goodhew et al. (2011), three
trained observers completed approximately 200 trials for
each data point (2304 trials overall). Nevertheless, despite
this extensive measurement, two observers showed maximal masking at 320 ms, whereas the other showed it at
160 ms. Similarly, in the present experiment, although
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the majority of participants (47.5%) showed peak masking
at 160 ms, a substantial portion (20%) reached maximal
masking at 320 ms. It should also be noted that the majority of OSM studies have compared a single delayed mask
offset duration with a simultaneous mask duration baseline to assess masking. Without a means of measuring peak
masking in such paradigms, it is impossible to assess
whether recovery was obtained.
Having conﬁrmed the temporal parameters of masking
and recovery with our particular OSM paradigm, in Experiment 2, we investigated the role of mask offsets in the
recovery after prolonged mask exposure (e.g., Goodhew
et al., 2011). Speciﬁcally, we tested whether recovery arises
from increased temporal separation between target and
mask offsets as mask duration increases or whether the
offset of the mask plays no role in the recovery effect (see
Breitmeyer & Kersey, 1981; Macknik & Livingstone, 1998).
3. Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we replicated the method of the ﬁrst
experiment, but used a tone as a signal to respond at a designated duration after the target, while leaving the mask
on the display until a response was made. If recovery were
to occur under these conditions, it would rule out temporal
separation of offsets as a viable explanation of the effect as
the mask never offset before the participants responded.
3.1. Method
The stimuli and procedure replicated Experiment 1 with
the following exceptions. After a designated duration (0,
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160, 240, 320, or 640 ms), a 50 ms tone (787.5 Hz) sounded
via headphones and observers were instructed to make the
target identiﬁcation response after this tone. The mask display terminated after the response was made. Thus, for this
experiment, ‘response delay’ refers to the duration of the
mask prior to the auditory cue to respond. These durations,
in turn, correspond to the mask durations used in Experiment 1. That is, in both Experiments 1 and 2 we systematically varied the duration between target offset and the cue
to respond regarding target identity. However, whereas in
Experiment 1, this cue was mask offset, in Experiment 2, an
auditory signal served as the response cue, and the mask
remained visible until the response was complete. This allowed us to investigate the time-course of masking in the
absence of a mask offset. There were 50 trials per condition
(set-size  response delay, randomly-intermixed), yielding
500 trials. We tested 43 observers who gave informed consent to participate. Data from three observers were excluded from analysis due to near-chance accuracy (<.55)
at set-size nine, 0 ms mask duration.
3.2. Results and discussion
Trials on which an observer made an invalid response
were not analysed (this occurred on an average of 5.5% of
trials). Fig. 2B plots target identiﬁcation accuracy as a function of set-size and response delay. From this it can be seen
that at set-size one, there is little or no masking and performance is near ceiling. In contrast, at set-size nine, performance varies across the response delays. A repeated
measures ANOVA demonstrated signiﬁcant main effects
of set-size, F(1, 39) = 695.58, p < .001, g2p ¼ :947, and mask

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic illusion of a trial in Experiment 2. (B) Mean proportion correct as a function of set size and trailing mask duration. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean. SS1 = set size one, SS9 = set size nine.
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duration, F(1, 4) = 2.48, p = .046, g2p ¼ :060. However, the
interaction of these factors was not signiﬁcant,
F(4, 156) = 1.89, p = .116, g2p ¼ :046.
Although we did not obtain a signiﬁcant interaction, we
conducted follow-up comparisons at set-size nine to test
for masking and recovery. Our rationale was twofold. First,
it seems likely that the non-signiﬁcant set-size  mask
interaction arose because strong masking occurred at all
response delays across at set-size nine. This contrasts sharply with Experiment 1, where little masking was obtained
in the 0 ms mask duration condition. The source of this difference lies in the fact that the mask remained on the display in Experiment 2 until a response was made, thus
leading to masking even at the 0 ms response delay. Second, because Experiment 1 allowed us to identify the temporal parameters of the masking and recovery functions in
our task, we felt comfortable proceeding with planned
comparisons here in Experiment 2. Finally, since only one
comparison was planned to probe for recovery, we did
not need to correct for multiple comparisons.
We did not to use the 0–160 ms mask duration comparison to index masking in this experiment, because, as discussed above, the 0 ms mask duration does not represent
a true ‘absence of trailing mask condition’, as it did in
Experiment 1. Instead, the presence of masking can be inferred from the main effect of mask duration. A planned
comparison revealed signiﬁcant recovery, with performance superior at the 640 compared to the 160 ms response delay, t(39) = 2.24, p = .031, g2p ¼ :114. In sum,
there was recovery in the absence of a mask offset, suggesting offsets are not necessary for the effect to occur.
The present experiment also rules out the mask-offset induced transient-on-sustained inhibition account as an
explanation for masking and recovery in OSM (Breitmeyer
& Kersey, 1981; Breitmeyer & Ögmen, 2006). To recap, this
theory suggests that the offset of the mask triggers transient channel activity, which inhibits the prior sustained
channel response to the target, leading to masking. Therefore, it would predict that in the absence of mask offset,
and with target and mask onset constant (common-onset),
masking should not vary across our response delay durations – a pattern of results that was not observed.
In order to assess whether the recovery obtained without the mask offset was qualitatively different to that obtained with the mask offset, we examined set-size nine
performance at comparable mask and target delays between Experiments 1 and 2. Note that this comparison
did not include the 0 ms delay durations as these yielded
very different presentation conditions and target performance levels for the reasons noted above. This analysis revealed a signiﬁcant main effect of mask duration/response
delay, F(3, 234) = 6.70, p < .001, g2p ¼ :079, but no interaction with experiment (F < 1). This demonstrates that the
pattern of recovery observed did not differ statistically between experiments with or without a mask offset, further
conﬁrming that an interaction between target and mask
offsets cannot account for recovery from OSM.
In sum, Experiment 2 demonstrated that recovery from
OSM does not arise from increasing temporal separation
between the offsets of target and mask (see Breitmeyer &
Kersey, 1981; Macknik & Livingstone, 1998). However, an

outstanding question remains: what is the role of the prolonged mask in recovery? For example, it may be that with
prolonged mask exposure, the visual system adapts to the
mask, allowing the target to gain relative competitive
strength and thus to be perceived. Alternatively, it might
be that prolonged mask exposure acts as a cue to the visual
system to individuate the target and mask as separate object representations (see Lleras & Moore, 2003; Moore &
Lleras, 2005), thus releasing the target from the suppressive effect of the mask. A ﬁnal possibility is that prolonged
physical exposure of the mask is not instrumental, and that
recovery is instead an inherently time-based phenomenon.
Experiment 3 was designed to investigate these
possibilities.
4. Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2, except that
mask duration was held constant (160 ms) and an auditory
response cue was presented at a variable interval following
target offset.
4.1. Method
The search arrays were identical to those used in Experiment 1. In the simultaneous offset condition, the mask offset simultaneously with the target array, and a tone
prompted observers to respond immediately (0 ms) after
mask offset. For all other conditions, the mask always
trailed for 160 ms, the screen was then blank for an interval of 0, 80, 160, 240, 320, 480, or 840 ms, after which an
auditory response cue was given. This yielded durations
since target offset (DSTOs; mask duration + ISI) of 160,
240, 320, 400, 560, 640, and 1000 ms. There were 60 trials
per condition (2 set-sizes  8 DSTOs = 16 conditions), producing 960 trials in total. This experiment was programmed in Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox
extension (Brainard, 1997). We tested 12 observers who
gave informed consent prior to participation. Data from
one subject were excluded due to near-chance (<.55) performance at set-size nine, 0 ms DSTO.
4.2. Results and discussion
Trials for which an invalid response was registered
were excluded from the analysis. Invalid responses could
result from a response being made before the completion
of the response delay or a spacebar response to initiate
the next trial, being registered as the target identiﬁcation
response. This occurred on an average of 4.26% of trials.
Fig. 3 shows target identiﬁcation accuracy plotted as a
function of set-size and response delay duration. Examination of this ﬁgure shows a pattern of results mirroring that
of the ﬁrst two experiments – masking followed by
recovery.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant
main effect of set-size, F(1, 10) = 55.55, p < .001, g2p ¼ :847,
and a signiﬁcant main effect of mask duration,
F(7, 70) = 4.05, p = .001, g2p ¼ :288. The interaction between
these variables was also signiﬁcant, F(7, 70) = 4.25, p = .001,
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Fig. 3. (A) Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 3. (B) Mean proportion correct as a function of set size and trailing mask duration. Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean. SS1 = set size one, SS9 = set size nine.

g2p ¼ :298. Again, masking peaked at 160 ms (0 ms DSTO vs.
160 ms DSTO, t(10) = 4.60, p = .001, g2p ¼ :679), followed by
recovery that was at its maximum at the 640 ms DSTO
(160 ms DSTO vs. 640 ms DSTO, t(10) = 2.81, p = .019,
g2p ¼ :441).
The observed recovery effect in the absence of prolonged mask exposure converges with the results of Experiment 2 to demonstrate that offsets are not driving the
recovery effect (since here target-mask offset was constant
for all but the ﬁrst DSTO, and yet recovery was observed).
In addition, the present ﬁndings show that prolonged
exposure of the mask is not a necessary condition for
recovery. This last point indicates that recovery is mediated neither by adaptation to a prolonged mask, nor because prolonged exposure of the mask serves as cue to
individuate the mask as a separate object, thus releasing
the target from masking (see Lleras & Moore, 2003; Moore
& Lleras, 2005).
A unique aspect of the results here is the drop in accuracy between the 640 and 1000 ms DSTO conditions.
Examination of the data suggests this drop does not reﬂect
a perceptual phenomenon, but rather the observers’ failure
to comply with task instructions. While the overall proportion of invalid responses was modest, a disproportionate
number of these errors (which typically reﬂected pressing
a response key prior to the tone) occurred at the longest
DSTO. For example, at the set-size nine, 1000 ms DSTO, invalid responses occurred on 19.24% of trials, more than
double the 8.03% of trials on which it occurred at the
640 ms DSTO. For these reasons, we excluded the
1000 ms DSTO from the analysis, and any subsequent analyses were performed on the remaining DSTOs.
It is also worthwhile to discuss the relationship between our results and those obtained by Lachter and Dur-

gin (1999) using metacontrast masking. In their
experiment, observers were ﬁrst presented with a target
disc and an annulus mask on either side of a central ﬁxation. Following a variable duration blank screen, a second
frame was then presented which consisted of an annulus
mask at both locations. Observers were required to report
the location of the target following a short (<480 ms) or
long response delay (>730 ms). The critical result was that
masking decreased monotonically with increasing targetmask SOA at the short response delay, but varied in a Ushaped fashion with SOA at the long response delay. The
authors attributed this to the differential latencies of two
stages of processing: a fast contour processing stage, followed by a prolonged surface ‘‘ﬁlling in’’ stage. In the short
response delay condition, observers would only have access to contour information, which would make it difﬁcult
to differentiate the target + mask display on one side of ﬁxation from the mask + mask display on the other. What differentiated the two displays was the surface information –
which was only available later – hence conferring an
advantage to the long response delay condition (Lachter
& Durgin, 1999).
In OSM, mask duration, not SOA, is manipulated. Thus,
we cannot directly compare the results of Lachter and Durgin (1999) to ours, except at their 0 ms target-mask SOA
(i.e., simultaneous onset) condition which corresponds to
the parameters of our own Experiment 3. Here, our results
correspond nicely with those of Lachter and Durgin (1999)
with reduced masking at long (480 ms) relative to short
(0 ms) response delays. Despite the similar pattern of results, however, we suspect the mechanisms underlying
our effect are quite different from those proposed by Lachter and Durgin (1999). This follows from the fact that we
obtained OSM in the absence of substantial adjacent tar-
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get-mask contours, using a target without an appreciable
surface area, and employing a task that did not require
judgements about target surfaces.
5. General discussion
In this study we employed OSM to explore the dynamics of the competition for consciousness among stimuli
that appear in close spatiotemporal proximity. Speciﬁcally,
we tested several possible explanations for the OSM recovery effect observed by Goodhew et al. (2011). In Experiment 1 we replicated the recovery effect and established
its temporal parameters. Experiment 2 examined the role
of mask offsets in producing recovery. Eliminating the
mask offset yielded recovery that was statistically indistinguishable from that observed when the mask did offset,
thus eliminating offsets as a necessary factor for recovery.
The fact that there was signiﬁcant masking in this condition also eliminates a dual-channel account (Breitmeyer
& Ganz, 1976) for OSM more generally (see above). Finally,
in Experiment 3, we showed that recovery occurred in the
absence of prolonged mask exposure, when observers simply delayed their responses, demonstrating that the recovery is neither due to adaptation nor temporal cues derived
from the prolonged exposure of the mask.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that recovery
is an inherently time-based phenomenon in which properties of the mask itself play only a minimal role. Elsewhere,
Goodhew et al. (2011) have argued that the importance of
time in recovery from OSM stems from the need to reestablish iterative re-entrant processing on a lingering target representation in order to consolidate this information
and render it explicitly reportable. When a target has been
successfully masked, and thus has its representation degraded or suppressed, this ‘‘second cascade’’ of processing
is required to recover the target information. However, before discussing this hypothesis further, it is important to
consider other explanations for our ﬁndings that do not
draw on re-entrant processing.
As discussed above, when OSM was ﬁrst demonstrated,
Di Lollo et al. (2000) ﬁrmly grounded their explanation in
terms of re-entrant processing. However, the necessity of
re-entry mechanisms to account for OSM has been questioned. For example, Francis and Hermens (2002) argued
that existing metacontrast masking models (including
Bridgeman, 1971, 1978; Francis, 1997; Weisstein, 1968)
could account for the pattern of masking reported by Di
Lollo et al. (2000). But this was only true if the simulations
operationalized attention indirectly by varying the mask
intensity parameter. As noted by Di Lollo, Enns, and Rensink (2002), the validity of this change is open to criticism
on the grounds that it is post hoc and may not accurately
capture the construct of attention.
Another possible alternative explanation arises from
the work of Francis (2000) who considered computational
mechanisms which could account for U-shaped masking as
a function of target-mask SOA under conditions of metacontrast. This paper did an excellent job of simulating the
mechanisms underlying metacontrast, including – efﬁcient
masking (where the onset of the mask is optimally effec-

tive at suppressing target perception when it occurs later
rather than earlier, due to the time required for consolidation of the target in the network), mask blocking (where
the strength of the activity representing the target in the
network prevents a weak mask from being effective
shortly after the target, but the mask becomes increasingly
effective as the target activity decays), and target blocking
(where the effect of the mask is so strong that it thwarts
target processing, but again, not immediately after the target). However, it is unlikely that this framework could
encompass recovery in OSM because it assumes a temporal
asynchrony between the target and mask onsets in order to
explain masking, a feature that is notably absent in OSM.
More recently, Bridgeman (2007) modiﬁed his recurrent lateral inhibition model of metacontrast, which is a
single-layer network that employs distributed stimulus
representations (e.g., Bridgeman, 1971) to account for
OSM. According to this model, each neuron inhibits and
in turn is inhibited by neighbouring neurons at recurrent
30 ms intervals. The duration of these iterations is based
on the latency of reciprocal lateral inhibition in the cat lateral geniculate nucleus cells (Singer & Creutzfeldt, 1970). A
key feature of this model is that it explains metacontrast
by analysing collective distributed activities within the
network, rather than by the response patterns of single
cells.
In modifying this framework to account for OSM, focused attention was simulated by varying the number of
iterations over which the neural net activity is collected.
This change not only maps nicely onto the putative role
of attention suggested by Di Lollo et al. (2000), but also
seems reasonable on the grounds that an attended stimulus will be responded to faster than an unattended stimulus. Using this model, Bridgeman (2007) was able to
reproduce masking functions that resembled the psychophysical data from Di Lollo et al. (2000), and, critically,
yielded U-shaped masking functions under some conditions, similar to those seen here.
In the present context, it is obviously interesting that
Bridgeman’s simulation produced a U-shaped function
with OSM; however as it stands, this model cannot account
for the conditions under which recovery is observed. First,
according to Bridgeman’s model, recovery occurs with fewer iterations (strongly attended), but not with many iterations (less attended). Of course, it is possible that the
magnitude of recovery varies as a function of distributed
attention (i.e., set-size), but we cannot be certain based
on the present experiments because they each had only
one set-size at which recovery could be detected (set-size
1 data constrained by ceiling effects). However, it is clear
that a strongly attended target cannot be a necessary condition for recovery, since we found the effect under conditions of distributed attention (at set-size 9). Also, recovery
varies with response delay (or duration since target offset;
DSTO), and it is unclear how Bridgeman’s model could account for these ﬁndings. Perhaps DSTO could vary with the
‘number of iterations’ parameters, but then the model
would seem to give the opposite result. That is, we should
see recovery with more rather than fewer iterations (prolonged relative to shorter DSTOs).
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Taken together, the analyses above suggest that alternative theories not based on iterative processing fail to account for recovery. However, it remains to be shown that
our notion of a second cascade is a viable option. In particular, if a second series of iterative loops gives rise to the
prolonged time course of recovery, shown here and elsewhere (Goodhew et al., 2011), a representation of the target not only must survive initial competition with the
trailing mask, but also persist for over half a second. Below
we consider the issue of what sort of representation would
be necessary in order for it to persist for a sufﬁcient duration to drive some form of recovery based on a second reentrant cascade.
Conventional accounts of persistence suggest it can take
two forms: visible and informational (Coltheart, 1980).
Visible persistence is thought to arise from a brieﬂy lingering low-level stimulus representation. This follows from
repeated demonstrations that the strength and duration
of visible persistence is closely tied to the physical properties (e.g., duration, luminance) of the inducing stimulus.
Most importantly for the present purposes, this form of
persistence seems to be reliably extinguished within about
100–200 ms after stimulus offset (Coltheart, 1980; Di Lollo,
1980; Hogben & Di Lollo, 1974). Thus, visible persistence
cannot underlie recovery.
By contrast, informational persistence is not locked to
the physical properties of the stimulus, and lasts for at
least several hundred milliseconds. Informational persistence can be equated with iconic memory, such as that
measured in classic partial-report tasks (Coltheart, 1980;
Loftus & Irwin, 1998). Here, observers are ﬂashed an array
of stimuli (e.g., letters), and a cue indicating which line to
report is presented after the offset of the array. This method reveals that observers do indeed have access to rich and
spatially-accurately representations of stimuli after they
offset, because they can report any line of the array when
cued, but that this representation dissipates with time. In
addition, the duration of informational persistence is largely unrelated to the physical properties of the array (Coltheart, 1980; Sperling, 1960). Thus, on the face of it, the
properties of informational persistence closely resemble
those required for recovery. However, there are aspects
of recovery which are difﬁcult to reconcile with the notion
of informational persistence. Most critically, informational
persistence has been hypothesised to reﬂect a high-level,
abstract representation, and yet the representation in
OSM is sufﬁciently fragile that it is susceptible to a spatially-overlapping backward mask – a feature that is inconsistent with an abstract representation.
In light of the evidence that representations of recovered targets are neither low-level and sensory in nature,
nor entirely abstract, we propose that these stimuli are
stored as weak (unconscious) representations in visual
short-term memory (VSTM). It is known that stimuli in
VSTM are vulnerable to interference from backward masking (Makovski, Sussman, & Jiang, 2008; Pashler, 1988; Phillips, 1974; Sligte, Scholte, & Lamme, 2008; Sligte, Wokke,
Tesselaar, Scholte, & Lamme, 2011). Thus, if targets are
weakly represented in VSTM, this would explain why
recovery is eliminated when a spatially-overlapping mask
is used in place of the trailing four-dot mask. Namely, a
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trailing noise mask produces more potent interference:
its greater size, signal strength, and spatial overlap allow
it to obliterate the target representation in VSTM, leaving
no substance for recovery. In contrast, the trailing fourdot mask produces interference initially, but does not affect the target representation in VSTM. Thus, with sufﬁcient time for consolidation of the mask, target
information can become available again, permitting recovery to occur.
The present ﬁndings (and recovery effects in general) not
only have implications for the nature of the representations
underlying OSM, they also provide further grounds for distinguishing OSM from other forms of masking more generally. The relative insensitivity of recovery to mask duration
is particularly striking when considered in light of repeated
demonstrations of the critical role of mask stimulus factors,
such as its temporal duration, offset, or relation to the target
(e.g., Breitmeyer & Ögmen, 2006) in other forms of masking.
Instead, in OSM, once a mask was of sufﬁcient duration
(160 ms) to impair target visibility, it then did not matter
whether it offset immediately, was presented for a further
480 ms, or disappeared following response. Recovery occurred irrespective of such changes. This demonstrates that
the recovery from OSM cannot merely be another demonstration of already-established masking phenomena such
as the impact of offsets on stimulus perception (see Macknik & Livingstone, 1998), or the rescuing effect of object
individuation cues (see Lleras & Moore, 2003; Moore &
Lleras, 2005). Rather, the evidence is compelling that OSM
reﬂects prolonged high-level competition that occurs between mental representations of stimuli, which occurs even
in the absence of new visual inputs.
This point may be further illustrated by comparing
recovery from OSM with a seemingly-related phenomenon
in metacontrast masking known as ‘‘target disinhibition’’.
Here, a second mask presented adjacent to the initial
masking stimulus leads to improved target perception
(e.g., Breitmeyer, Rudd, & Dunn, 1981; Dember & Purcell,
1967; Robinson, 1966). Although both forms of recovery
possess obvious behavioural similarities, there is strong
evidence that target disinhibition occurs at a much earlier
locus. First, disinhibition is produced by the onset of a new
stimulus (exogenously triggered), whereas, as noted above,
recovery from OSM can occur in the absence of a new object onset, and is unaffected by mask offset and mask duration. Second, whereas disinhibition appears to depend on
the ‘‘mask being masked’’, recovery in OSM depends on
the passage of time and the presence of an intact target
representation (see Goodhew et al., 2011). Third, target
disinhibition and recovery from OSM operate over disparate timescales: disinhibition typically occurs with very
short (tens of milliseconds) intervals separating the two
masks and at short mask durations. Recovery from OSM,
on the other hand, takes over half a second after target offset to emerge reliably. Finally, whereas all the evidence
suggests that OSM taps re-entrant processes such as those
proposed by Di Lollo et al. (2000; see Dux et al. (2010) for
conﬁrmatory evidence of the role of re-entrant processes
in OSM), target disinhibition does not occur with interocular presentation, implicating a pre-cortical locus for the effect (Robinson, 1968).
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5.1. Conclusion
The recovery from OSM reported by Goodhew et al.
(2011) is invariant to the offset of the mask, and even the
prolonged physical exposure of this trailing stimulus.
These ﬁndings rule out explanations of recovery based on
the temporal separation of target and mask offsets, mask
adaptation, and temporal object-individuation cues due
to prolonged mask exposure. Instead, it solidiﬁes recovery
as a high-level visual-cognitive phenomenon, which is
inherently tied to target-processing time. This reveals the
especially prolonged iterative temporal dynamics of conscious object perception.
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